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Abbreviations
AKMC Atomic Kinetic Monte Carlo
BKL Bortz, Kalos, Lebowitz algorithm
DFT Density Functional theory
dpa Displacement per atom
EKMC Event Kinetic Monte Carlo
ER Electrical resistivity
FP Frenkel pair
GB Grain boundaries
KMC Kinetic Monte Carlo

MC Monte Carlo
MD Molecular dynamics
MFRT Mean field rate theory
OKMC Object Kinetic Monte Carlo
PKA Primary knocked-on atom
RIS Radiation induced segregation
RTA Residence time algorithm
SIA Self interstitial atom
TST Transition state theory

1.24.1 Introduction

Along with molecular dynamics (MD), Monte Carlo (MC) methods are among the most used techniques for modeling
materials at the atomic scale. The name MC comes from the fact that this method, derived from statistical physics, uses
random numbers similar to those involved in the game of roulette. The techniques of MC were initially used in the US
Manhattan project in the 1940s and saw further development in the later project to develop the hydrogen bomb. At that
time, it was possible to simulate only a few hundred atoms.1 Today simulations of several million atoms and several billion
steps are quite common. Two main types of algorithms have been generated. The classic algorithm of MC developed by
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Metropolis2 focuses on sampling a given configuration space in order to construct statistical ensemble properties of the
system. Focusing on equilibrium, Metropolis MC allows the use of a rich variety of moves and importance sampling
distributions to sample complex landscape, with the caveat that time is not directly accessible in the standard approach.
The Kinetic Monte Carlo family of algorithms removes this problem when the microscopic mechanism(s) leading to a
change of configuration are known. In this case, time can be introduced, at the cost, of course, of limiting the sampling
efficiency. The latter method is, however, essential to deal with problems of diffusion and transport in solids and is the
topic of this article.

1.24.2 Method

The Monte Carlo method was originally developed by von Neumann, Ulam and Metropolis to study the diffusion of neutrons in
fissionable material on the Manhattan Project and first applied to simulating radiation damage of metals more than 50 years ago
by Besco,3 Doran4 and later Heinisch and co-workers.5

Monte Carlo is a stochastic process and utilizes random numbers to select event probabilities from probability distributions
and generate atomic configurations,6 rather than the deterministic manner of molecular dynamics simulations, but remains as
statistically exact, and often more efficient, when computing ensemble, or in the case of KMC methods, dynamic properties. While
different Monte Carlo applications are used in computational materials science, we shall focus our attention on Kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) simulation as applied to the study of radiation damage.

The KMCmethods used in radiation damage studies represent a subset of MC methods that can be classified as rejection-free, in
contrast with the more classical MC methods based on the Metropolis algorithm2,7. They provide a solution to the Master
Equation which describes a physical system whose evolution is governed by a known set of transition rates between possible
states.8 The solution proceeds by choosing randomly among the various possible transitions and accepting them on the basis of
probabilities determined from the corresponding transition rates. These probabilities are calculated for physical transition
mechanisms as Boltzmann factor frequencies, and the events take place according to their probabilities leading to an evolution of
the microstructure. The main ingredients of such models are thus a set of objects (which can resolve to the atomic scale as atoms,
or point defects) and a set of reactions or (rules) that describe the manner in which these objects undergo processes such as
diffusion, emission, other reactions, and their rates of occurrence.

Many of the KMC techniques are based on the residence time algorithm (RTA) derived fifty years ago by Young and Elcock9

to model vacancy diffusion in ordered alloys. Its basic recipe involves the following: for a system in a given state, instead of
making a number of unsuccessful attempts to perform a transition to reach another state, as in the case of the Metropolis
algorithm,2,7 the average time the system remains in a given state is calculated. A transition to a different state is then
performed based on the relative weights determined amongst all possible transitions, which also determines the time
increment associated with the selected transition. According to standard transition state theory (see for instance 10) the
frequency Gx of a thermally activated event x, such as a vacancy jump in an alloy or the jump of a vacancy cluster can be
expressed as:

Gx ¼ νx exp −
Ea
kBT

� �
ð1Þ

where νx is the attempt frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and Ea is the activation energy of the jump.
During the course of a KMC simulation, the probabilities, here assimilated to the transition frequencies Gx, of all

possible transitions are calculated and one event is chosen at each time-step, by extracting a random number ξ, and
comparing it to the relative probability as illustrated in Fig. 1. The associated time-step length, δt, and average time-step

Fig. 1 Representation of the KMC algorithm on a 2D square lattice with one vacancy performing a transition with one of its first nearest
neighbors. ξ is the random number, usually chosen between 0 and 1 because the sum of the probabilities Γtot, is usually normalized to one.
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length, Dt, are given by:

δt ¼ −lnr
∑xGx

ð2Þ

Dt ¼ 1
∑xGx

ð3Þ

where r is a random number between 0 and 1. The residence time algorithm is also known as the BKL (Bortz, Kalos,
Lebowitz) algorithm.11 Other techniques are possible, as described by Chatterjee and Vlachos.12

The basic steps in a KMC simulation can thus be summarized as:

(1) Calculate the probability (rate) for a given event to occur.
(2) Sum the probabilities of all events to obtain a cumulative distribution function.
(3) Generate a random number to select an event from all possible events.
(4) Increment the simulation time based on the inverse sum of the rates of all possible events (Eq. (2)).
(5) Perform the selected event and all spontaneous events as a result of the event performed.
(6) Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the desired simulation condition is reached.

Kinetic Monte Carlo models are now widely used for simulating radiation effects on materials as we will demonstrate in this
article. Advantages of KMC models include the ability to capture spatial correlations in a full three-dimensional simulation with
atomic resolution, while ignoring the atomic vibration time scales captured by molecular dynamics models, as well as the possibility
to work on multiple scales. Indeed, with KMC, individual point defects, point defect clusters, solutes and impurities can be treated as
objects, either on or off an underlying crystallographic lattice, as the evolution of these objects is modeled over time. Two general
approaches have been used in KMC simulations, event KMC13–15 and object KMC. These two differ in the treatment of time scales or
step between individual events. Within the object KMC designation, it is also possible to further sub-divide the techniques into those
that explicitly treat atoms and atomic interactions, which is often denoted as atomic Kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC), or Lattice KMC
(LKMC), and which was reviewed by Becquart and Domain,16 versus those that track the defects on a lattice, but without complete
resolution of the atomic arrangement. This later technique is predominately referred to as object Monte Carlo (OKMC), and used in
such codes as BigMac,17,18 LAKIMOCA,19 MMonca20 and others. In this article, we will designate by OKMC, the mesoscopic version
of the object kinetic MC and by AKMC the atomistic version of the object kinetic MC; their respective frameworks are illustrated in
Fig. 2. AKMC simulations are more precise but, as a consequence, are more time consuming. The basic problem is, for this approach,
to give a realistic description of all the relevant atomic displacement mechanisms: the displacements directly resulting from radiation
damage, ballistic mixing as well as the thermally activated jumps of point defects, the point defect elimination mechanisms,

Fig. 2 AKMC supercell (left) vs. OKMC supercell (right). The AKMC considers atoms and point defects whereas the OKMC considers objects. In the
AKMC a 5 vacancy cluster is made of 5 vacancies that behave independently from one another, whereas in the OKMC a 5 vacancy cluster is a single
object. In both approaches, the irradiation consists in the introduction of point defects, isolated or in clusters depending on the irradiation type.
Reproduced from Stoller, R., 2020. Primary Radiation Damage Formation, Comprehensive Nuclear Materials, second ed. pp. 620–662.
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including the way the point defect or solute migration barriers depend on the local atomic environment. In OKMC (the object
version of it) and EKMC simulations, the challenge is to determine the relevant mechanisms that can be activated as well as the
necessary effective parameters, which are usually obtained from atomic models.

As KMC modeling of radiation damage involves tracking the location and fate of all defects, impurities and solutes as a
function of time to predict microstructural evolution, the starting point in these simulations is often the primary damage state, i.e.,
the spatially correlated locations of vacancies, self-interstitials and transmutants produced in displacement cascades21,22 resulting
from irradiation and obtained from MD23,24 or the binary collision approximation (BCA)25 simulations, along with the dis-
placement or damage rate which sets the time scale for defect introduction. The rates of all reaction – diffusion events then control
the subsequent evolution or progression in time, and are determined from appropriate activation energies for diffusion, dis-
sociation, and other reactions that occur between species. These energies are key input parameters, which, as stated previously, are
assumed to be known. The defects execute random diffusion jumps (in one, two or three dimensions depending on the nature of
the defect) with a probability (rate) proportional to their diffusivity. Similarly, cluster dissociation rates are governed by a
dissociation probability that is controlled by the binding energy of a particle to the cluster. The events to be performed and
associated time step for each Monte Carlo sweep are chosen from the RTA.9,11 The list of possible events can be either pre-
determined or calculated on-the-fly as will be discussed in the next section. Note that in the EKMC approach,13–15 the micro-
structure also consists of objects. The crystal lattice is ignored and objects’ coordinates can change continuously. The only events
considered are those which lead to a change in the defect population, namely: clustering of objects, emission of mobile species,
elimination of objects on fixed sinks (surface, dislocation), or the annihilation of objects on their anti-defect. The migration of an
object in its own right is considered an event only if it ends up with a reaction which changes the defect population. In this case the
migration step and the reaction are processed as a single event; otherwise, the migration is performed only once at the end of
the EKMC time interval Dt. In contrast to the residence time algorithm, where all rates are lumped into one total rate to obtain the
time increment, in an EKMC scheme the time delays of all possible events are calculated separately and sorted by increasing time
increment in a list. The event corresponding to the shortest delay, τs, is processed first, and the remaining list of delay times for
other events is modified accordingly by eliminating the delay time associated with the particle that just disappeared, adding delay
times for a new mobile object, etc. A comparison between EKMC and OKMC can be found in Refs. 26,27.

1.24.2.1 Classical Approach: Predetermined Event List

The traditional approach to KMC has been to build a list of predetermined events with their associated activation energy. For the
diffusion events, the activation energies are the migration energies (and jump frequencies) of the moving species: point defects, point
defect clusters, transmutants or solute atoms as well as Foreign Interstitial Atoms (FIA) such as carbon, helium and hydrogen, isolated
or in clusters with or without point defects. When the local chemical environment is complex, i.e., when the system is composed of
several atomic elements, these data are not straightforward to evaluate and often associated with this approach has been the use of
rigid lattices. The rigid lattice approximation allows a fast estimation of the activation barriers through simple heuristic approaches
such as the kinetically resolved activation (KRA), according to Van der Ven,28 or final initial state energy (FISE) approximation,
according to the terminology adopted by Vincent et al.29 based on the Kang and Weinberg decomposition of migration energy
barriers.30 Such simple models include broken bonds or cut bond models31 as well as models based on cluster expansions of the
Hamiltonian,32 the simplest ones being pair models.33–35 When interatomic potentials are available for the material modeled, then
clever techniques such as artificial neural network (ANN)36–38 can also be used. Interatomic potentials have limitations, however, and
are only available at the moment, often with limited precision, for simple materials such as binary or ternary alloys.39 Nevertheless,
interatomic potentials are often essential since they permit the elimination of the rigid lattice constraint as the activation barriers can
be determined no matter the positions of the atoms around the moving species.

1.24.2.2 On-the Fly KMCs

Restriction to lattice positions greatly limits the applications of KMC when evolving the system, but is imposed for technical
reasons. Diffusion mechanisms can become rapidly complex and difficult to predict in distorted and irregular environments. They
are, moreover, generally difficult to classify, especially before the launch of a simulation, which greatly limits the capacity to
construct a relevant event catalog.

Overcoming these limitations is challenging and computational costly. The first off-lattice KMC simulation was performed by
Henkelman and Jónsson40 looking at Al on Al growth. Without a catalog, the simulation generated an event list at every step, using
25 open-ended saddle searches generated with the dimer method. While the number of searches was too small to ensure that all
events had been found, this work still identified new extended low-barrier events that modified considerably the kinetics of
growth. Over the following years, a number of approaches were introduced to reduce the computational cost of off-lattice KMC
simulations by introducing a cataloging approach. While still lattice-based, Trushin et al.41 introduced an algorithm where the
catalog was adjusted on-the-fly as the system evolved, allowing the study of more complex environments and, more important, the
inclusion, in the barrier calculation, of a larger area, going beyond the standard first and second neighbor shells.

The first off-lattice KMC algorithm with on-the-fly cataloging was introduced by El-Mellouhi et al.42 Coupling an open-search
method, the activation-relaxation technique (ART nouveau)43,44 with a topological classification, NAUTY,45,46 the kinetic
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activation-relaxation technique (k-ART) associates local graphs with a unique event list, that is generated as new topologies are
identified. By removing the need for an underlying crystalline lattice, k-ART allows the creation of event catalogs for any envir-
onment even fully disordered.47–49 These generic cataloged events provide the basis for computing the specific energy barrier
associated with each relevant event, as its exact geometry is reconstructed and exactly converged to the real saddle point. Such effort
is costly, of course, even with the creation of an event catalog that reduces significantly the time spent for searching for events. This
additional expense is well worth it in many cases, even for apparently simple systems as demonstrated by the unexpectedly rich
event catalog generated by k-ART for point defects (vacancies and interstitials) in crystalline Fe.50 Vacancy diffusion and clustering
processes in body-centered-cubic (bcc) Fe were studied using the kinetic activation-relaxation technique (k-ART), an off-lattice
Kinetic Monte Carlo method with on-the-fly catalog building capabilities.50 For monovacancies and divacancies, k-ART recovered
previously published results while clustering in a 50-vacancy simulation box agreed with experimental estimates. Applying k-ART
to the study of clustering pathways for systems containing from one to six vacancies, allowed to find a rich set of diffusion
mechanisms. In particular, it was shown that the path followed to reach a hexavacancy cluster influences greatly the associated
mean-square displacement. Aggregation in a 50-vacancy box also showed a notable dispersion in relaxation time associated with
effective barriers varying from 0.84 to 1.1 eV depending on the exact pathway selected. The effects of long-range elastic interactions
between defects were isolated by comparing to simulations where those effects were deliberately suppressed. This allowed to
demonstrate that in bcc Fe, suppressing long-range interactions mainly influences kinetics in the first 0.3 ms, slowing down quick
energy release cascades seen more frequently in full simulations, whereas long-term behavior and final state are not significantly
affected.50 Similar studies were performed in Si51 and Ni,52 with the identification of previously unreported multistep diffusion
mechanisms that are as fast or even faster than those used generally. For example, while the barrier for the single Ni self interstitial
is only 0.15 eV, Ni tetra-self-interstitials (Fig. 3) diffuse with almost zero energy barrier (0.004 eV) through a three-step process
involving a rotation and a jump mechanisms.52

Off-lattice KMCmethods are even more important when strain and randomness play an important role, such as for characterizing
the 〈100〉-interstitial loop formation in Fe,53 following the relaxation of ion-bombarded silicon over long-time (more than 1 s)48 or
understanding C diffusion at an Fe grain boundary, where pathways are strongly influenced by the local deformation.54

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of lowest-energy states for one to five self-defects in nickel using an EAM potential, these ground states were
generated through KMC evolution using k-ART, allowing to take into account full elastic deformations. Starting from a random distribution of
interstitials, the kinetic evolution of each 4000+ interstitial atoms system is allowed to proceed, unbiased, at 500K. (1) Ground states for vacancies
and (2) self-interstitials. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) present the structure with one, two, three, four and five mono-self-defects for each case. From
Mahmoud., S, Trochet., M, Restrepo., O.A., Mousseau, N., 2018. Study of point defects diffusion in nickel using kinetic activation-relaxation
technique. Acta Mater. 144, 679–690. doi:10.1016/j.actamat.2017.11.021.
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Over the last decade, a number of other off-lattice or near-off lattice approaches have been proposed, with or without a catalog.
Xu et al.55 for example, proposed the Self-Evolving Atomistic Kinetic Monte Carlo (SEAKMC), which defines active volume over
which activated mechanisms are searched. As discussed recently,56 while SEAKMC and k-ART produce similar results, the first
method is faster in simpler environments, such as the recombination of a Frenkel pair57 while the second one is more flexible for
handling complex materials.

All KMC methods, including those off-lattice, are only as good as their event catalog and their evaluations of the respective
rates. While open-ended search algorithms, such as ART nouveau, provide extensive catalogs,44 none can guarantee completeness.
To alleviate this limitation,58 introduced a coupling with high temperature molecular dynamics to obtain a better evaluation of the
error on the catalog. This analysis is valid as a long as the harmonic approximation of transition state theory is valid, i.e., as long as
attempt frequencies are not affected by the temperature, which is the standard approximation used in KMC approaches. Yet, recent
results show that this approximation is not valid when the barrier energy is comparable to the temperature.59 This suggests that in
the presence of a wide barrier distribution: (i) the harmonic approximation does not provide the correct rates and (ii) it is not
possible to rely on high-temperature MD to evaluate low-temperature kinetics.

Off-lattice adaptive KMC methods are opening the application of accelerated methods to more complex environments and
systems, providing precise and detailed information as to the dynamics of complex materials. At the same time, these applications
are forcing a reevaluation of standard approximations, such as the harmonic approximation in transition state theory (TST), and
the use of relatively simple force fields in non-crystalline and multicomponent environments. We can expect considerable
developments over the coming decade to widen the scope of application of these methods along with new insights over questions
that had been long neglected by lack of access to the appropriate time and length scales. At the moment, however, given their cost,
compared with lattice-based KMC methods, off-lattice approaches, such as k-ART, are best used for specific problems. First,
disordered environments, where no other method can be applied. Second, systems where the possible number of environments is
unknown or too large to systematically explore before hand. At the moment, however, while active development is going on
regarding this issues and solutions could be introduced in the near future, the handling of complex ensemble of atoms/defects
moving together (such as handled in object KMC), large moving defects (e.g., dislocations) and parallel evolution of a number of
independent structures is limited.

Note that rigid lattices are not mandatory either for larger scale KMC approaches such as OKMC and EKMC, as demonstrated
for instance in the codes BIGMAC18 and JERK.15

On-the-fly off lattice KMC is one of the methods that allow to go beyond the reaches of classical MD along with other long time
scale atomic methods such as various accelerated MD methods.23,60–62 Choosing between these MD methods and off-lattice KMC
approaches, which are much heavier, computationally speaking, than lattice-based, is, therefore, not automatic. While each
problem is specific and methods evolve rapidly, as a general rule, accelerated MD methods are efficient when the energy dis-
tribution of the relevant barriers is narrow and relatively well separated from the other mechanisms in the simulation. Off-lattice
KMC are better at handling flickers and treating wider energy barrier distributions.

Now that the basis of the KMC methods have been introduced, we present the specific issues pertinent to the understanding of
radiation damage and how they are / can be implemented using KMC techniques.

1.24.3 Radiation Damage Specific Issues

The KMC technique has been applied to a large range of materials science phenomena such as film deposition,63 corrosion,64,65

precipitation.66 Each phenomenon needs to be described in its own way and the next section presents the peculiarity of radiation
damage modeling. For a description of radiation effects on microstructures see for instance Ref. 67.

1.24.3.1 Irradiation (Introduction of Cascades, FP)

As mentioned in the introduction and Ref. 67, the introduction of high energy particles (neutrons, ions…) will create a damage
that depends, among other factors, on the flux of these particles. The “irradiation” rate, i.e., the rate of impinging particles is
usually transformed into a production rate (number per unit time and volume) of randomly distributed displacement cascades of
different energies (5, 10, 20, ... keV), as well as residual Frenkel Pairs (FP). New cascade debris are then injected randomly in the
simulation box, at the corresponding rate. The cascade debris can be obtained by MD simulations for different recoil energies T, or
introduced based on the number of FP expected from displacement damage theory. In the case of KMC simulation of electron
irradiation, FPs are introduced randomly in the simulation box according to a certain dose rate, assuming most of the time that
each electron is responsible for the formation of only one FP. This assumption is valid for electrons with energies close to 1 MeV
(much lower energy electrons may not produce any FP, whereas higher energy ones may produce small displacement cascades with
the formation of several vacancies and self interstitial atoms (SIAs)).

The dose is updated by adding the incremental dose associated with the scattering event of recoil energy T, using the Norgett-
Robinson-Torrens expression68 for the number of displaced atoms.24 In this model, the accumulated number of displaced atoms is
given by:

displacements per event ¼ 0:8T=2ED
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where T is the damage energy, i.e., the fraction of the energy of the particle transmitted to the Primary Knocked-on Atom (PKA)24

that is dissipated as kinetic energy in subsequent collisions and ED is the threshold displacement energy (e.g., 40 eV for Fe and
Reactor Pressure Vessels (RPV) steels69).

The production rate (the number and energy of the PKAs, i.e., the PKA spectrum) are typically obtained from codes based on
the Binary Collision Approximations (BCA) such as SRIM70 or Marlowe71 but other approximations and codes are available.25 In
the case of ion implantation, one further needs to know the ion as well as the point defect implantation profiles. Long term
simulations of accumulation of cascades have been modeled using KMC techniques.72–77 There are ways to investigate the
sensitivity of the system to the properties of the displacement cascades (their spatial extent, morphology and the spatial correlation
of defects) in the evolution of point defect cluster size distributions. It has been shown that there is no simple answer and the
sensitivity can be little or strongly dependent on other parameters such as the mobility of defects, the type of interactions, the
presence of impurities and the temperature.74–76 Additional work is thus needed to obtain a more reliable estimate of the primary
damage, for the full high energy particle (neutrons, Fe and to a lesser extent electrons) spectra, particularly in alloys.

1.24.3.2 Point Defect Fluxes

As mentioned previously, one of the consequences of irradiation is the formation of a large amount of point defects of both types:
vacancies and SIAs that will migrate in the material, creating fluxes of point defects which may be accompanied by solute atoms. It was
shown in many cases that the interaction between the point defects and solutes can provide the driving force for solute segregation and
precipitation when local solubility limits are exceeded. This leads to complex microstructural evolution, which depends on the atomic-
scale diffusion properties used in the models.78 Usually the rates of diffusion can be obtained from the knowledge of the migration
barriers. These, or at least the most important, must then be known for all the diffusing “objects”; i.e., for the point defects in AKMC,
OKMC and EKMC, or the clusters in OKMC or EKMC. For isolated point defects, the migration barriers can be obtained from
experimental data, i.e., from diffusion coefficients, or theoretically, using the different approaches described in Section 1.24.2.1, or
directly from either ab initio calculations as described for instance in Refs. 79,80 or MD simulations as described in Ref. 81. Permanent
fluxes of point defects towards the sinks are thus sustained by irradiation: the flux of SIAs corresponding to a flux of atoms towards the
sinks, whereas the flux of vacancy corresponds to a flux of atoms away from the sinks. These fluxes will lead to microstructural changes
such as precipitation or segregation as described in Ref. 66 and in more detail in Ref. 82. It is thus important to model correctly the
diffusion properties of the moving species as well as the “trapping” properties of the different sinks: free surfaces, grain boundaries,
dislocations… or traps. A typical example is the impact of point defect diffusion on Zr growth as shown in Ref. 83.

1.24.3.3 Formation and Migration of SIAs and SIA Clusters/Loops

Irradiation will lead to the disruption of the crystallinity and the formation of numerous point defects which would not be present in
such large amounts in the material under equilibrium conditions. This is particularly the case of SIAs which are not found in metals
under thermal equilibrium because of their large formation energies (around 4 eV for Fe, 10 eV for W) and their very low migration
barriers (around 0.3 eV in Fe, and close to 0 in W). SIAs move very quickly and tend to form clusters in the form of dislocations
loops: dislocation loops of interstitial type have been observed in all kinds of irradiated alloys: RPV steels, model alloys (FeCu,
FeMnNi, FeCuNiMn), Fe, W and W alloys…84–87. One issue regarding SIA loops is their burgers vector. For instance, in Fe, two kinds
of loops are observed: ½ 〈111〉 loops which move very easily by one dimensional glide88 specially at low temperatures89 and 〈100〉
loops which are sessile. It is thus important to, on the one hand, include in the KMC models the correct amount of each family of
loops and, on the other hand, to model correctly their mobility or lack thereof. Indeed, when they are mobile, SIA loops move very
quickly in a 1D motion. This has an impact on their sink strength, i.e., their capacity to interact/attract other point defects and solute
atoms. This has been demonstrated in various cases using KMC.90–95 Furthermore, the interaction of these loops with other loops or
solute atoms can lead to changes in the loop Burgers vector and thus in their mobility. This has been recently the scope for on-the-fly
KMC simulations53,96 and needs to be accounted for in modeling microstructure evolution under irradiation. Another issue related to
the formation and the mobility of SIA loops is that they interact with solute atoms.97 KMC studies have shown that solute atoms can
confine SIA loop diffusion to short segments,98 slow down the loops as proposed in Ref. 99 and change the loop saturation
density.100 It is thus necessary to implement these effects correctly, either by introducing the solutes explicitly in the simulation as in
Refs. 98,100–102 or implicitly by changing the diffusion properties of the loops to reflect the alloying content as in Refs. 99,103.
Another complication with SIA clusters and loops is the fact that the strain they generate in the lattice is not negligible and should be
accounted for. KMC simulations have indeed shown that the elastic interaction between defects has an impact on point defect
recombination and the formation of clusters,104 the trapping of SIA clusters90 or that of dislocation loops.105 Another demonstration
of the importance of elastic interactions can be found in Ref. 106. These authors showed that elastic interactions help SIAs rotate and
organize themselves into rafts or dislocation decorations. Note that impurities and solute atoms also interact with vacancy clusters
and loops107 but this has not been so far the object of many KMC simulations.99

1.24.3.4 Ballistic Mixing

Ballistic mixing refers to the athermal (i.e., not depending on temperature) displacements of atoms within displacement cascades.
It always tends to disorder the alloys, irrespective of their equilibrium properties and can lead to precipitate or nanoparticle
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dissolution.108–111 It has been proposed for instance as a reason for the lack of α′ precipitation in FeCr alloys irradiated under high
ion flux when the concentration of sinks is high enough.110 Ballistic mixing is thus an irradiation effect competing with the
acceleration of diffusion due to the introduction of point defect supersaturations. A ballistic diffusion coefficient can be defined,
that depends on the dose and the number of replacement per displacement.112 KMC simulations have shown that these competing
effects can lead to complex microstructures: different stages of order,113 the roughening of interfaces, self-organization of pre-
cipitates at a mesoscale,114,115 and patterning.116

1.24.3.5 Transmutation

The rate of producing atomic transmutation products can also be included in KMC models, as determined from the reaction rate
density determined from the product of the neutron cross section and neutron flux. Like the irradiation rate, the volumetric
production rate is used to introduce an appropriate number of transmutants, such as helium that is produced by (n,α) reactions in
the fusion neutron environment, where the species are introduced at random locations within the material. In W, transmutation
will for instance lead to the formation of Re and Os in non-negligible amounts.117 These elements have a strong impact on the
mobility of SIAs118,119 and can lead to the formation of brittle intermetallic phases.

The next section is devoted to presenting typical studies pertaining to radiation damage undertaken using the KMC approach.

1.24.4 KMC Studies Related to Radiation Damage

1.24.4.1 Annealing of Cascades and Source Term Determination

A large number of KMC simulations has been dedicated to the investigation of cascade annealing either to study the cascade survival
efficiency of defects produced in cascades (i.e., howmany point defect survive intracascade recombination and will feed the point defect
fluxes) as in Refs. 19,81,120–129 or to produce the source term for other mesoscale codes such as rate equation cluster dynamics.130–132

These studies have shown that the relative mobilities of point defects and point defect clusters as well as the migration mechanisms
(Figs. 4 and 5) have a crucial impact on the cascade efficiency and the annealing of the cascades.19,125,133,134 Depending on the material,
the most mobile defect may be the SIA or the vacancy, and it was shown that both the relative point defect clustering trends versus
temperature and the different mobilities of SIAs and vacancies, changes the annealing efficiency i.e., (the ratio of the number of defects
after and before annealing). In W, it exhibits an inverse U-shape curve as a function of temperature.133 In some very specific cases, it is
possible to neglect some of the point defect reactions thus speeding up the calculations as was shown by Pelaz et al.121 in ion implanted
Si, but in general one must account explicitly for both point defect populations. Furthermore, the very recent study by Jourdan and
Crocombette132 shows that the cascade annealing depends on the point defect concentrations and must thus be evaluated on-the-fly or
for different point defect concentrations unlike how it has been typically done.

The main outcome of all these studies is to point out as in the previous section that it is necessary to have a better under-
standing of how the point defect and point defect clusters mobilities are affected by solutes, temperatures and other point defects.

1.24.4.2 Precipitation, Segregation and Phase Transformations

Point defect fluxes in the materials along with ballistic mixing can lead to phase transformations or segregation at extended
defects. In the case of phases predicted by thermodynamics, the irradiation will just accelerate the phase transformation
in what is referred to as irradiation enhanced phase transformation, a typical example is the formation of Cu precipitates in
Fe. In other cases, the irradiation induces the transformation into a non-equilibrium phase, perhaps by changing the
solubility limit as has been observed in the FeCr system.135 kMC, and more precisely AKMC has been used to study phase
transformations for more than twenty years first in binary ferritic alloys (FeCu and FeCr), then in more complex ones such
as dilute Fe based alloys representative of RPV steels. Austenitic steels are much more complicated to model because they
are paramagnetic and in metastable states. Deriving cohesive models of paramagnetic and/or metastable states is much
more difficult, which probably explains why, at the moment, not that many KMC studies have been devoted to these alloys
even though RIS is frequently observed at grain boundaries. For ferritic alloys, the historic case is the modeling of copper
rich precipitates (CRPs) in bcc α-Fe. Cu is of primary importance in the embrittlement of the neutron-irradiated RPV steels.
It has been observed to segregate into copper-rich precipitates within the ferrite matrix under irradiation. Since its role
was discovered more than 50 years ago,136 Cu precipitation in α-Fe (Fig. 6) has been observed by atom probe tomography,
small angle neutron scattering, and high resolution transmission electron microscopy. Numerical simulation techniques
such as rate theory or AKMC methods have also been used to investigate this problem31,137–144; for a review see Ref. 145.
Other solutes present in RPV steels were more recently found to segregate and have been studied. In agreement with
experimental observations, the addition of Ni has been found to promote the formation of a higher density of smaller
CRPs in binary Fe-Cu alloys, and copper-shell microstructures have been observed in Fe-Cu, Mn, Si.146,147 Very recently in a
study of thermal ageing, it was found that Ni promotes the nucleation of Cu clusters and delays the precipitation kinetics
during the coarsening stage because it slows down the Cu clusters148 that are otherwise more mobile than isolated Cu
atoms which migrate by a vacancy mechanism.149 More complex RPV based alloys have also been investigated,30,32,150,151
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Fig. 4 Cluster size distributions predicted at the end of 0.1 dpa irradiation as obtained with four sets of OKMC parameters using MD cascades with
energies from 10 keV to 200 keV as input. The results obtained with cascades generated by 20, 30, and 40 keV, not represented, are undistinguishable from
those obtained at 50 keV. The four sets of parameters were chosen based on certain hypotheses concerning the properties of self-interstitial clusters in iron
at that time. They are described in detail in Souidi, A., Hou, M., Becquart, C.S., et al., 2011. On the correlation between primary damage and long-term
nanostructural evolution in iron under irradiation. J. Nucl. Mater. 419, 122–133. doi:10.1016/j.jnucmat.2011.08.049.
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in particular to investigate the formation of the so-called late blooming phases,152 phases that are supposed to start to
form above a threshold incubation dose in low-Cu, high-Ni (and/or high-Mn) RPV steels, thereby causing additional
hardening.

The second most widely investigated binary system is FeCr, model material for high-Cr ferritic/martensitic steels. This
system is quite complex as depending upon Cr concentration, precipitation or spinodal decomposition can take place and
numerous AKMC simulations have been proposed.110,153–156 Senninger et al.157 found that the diffusion of vacancies
toward sinks leads to a Cr depletion, whereas the diffusion of self-interstitials causes an enrichment of Cr in the vicinity of
sinks. The enrichment or depletion of Cr near sinks results from the balance of these two mechanisms and depend thus in a
non simple manner on concentration and temperature. A very recent study by Soisson et al.110 (Figs. 7 and 8) pointed out
the impact of the sink density on the delicate balance that exists between ballistic mixing and accelerated diffusion on the α
′ transformation.

In W, the formation of Re and Os through transmutation has inspired a few KMC (AKMC and OKMC) studies showing the
impact of Re and Os on the migration of the SIAs.118,119 They control the nucleation and the growth of Re-rich clusters and also
have a positive impact on swelling and void lattice formation.103 Radiation induced segregation near extended defects (sinks) such
as grain boundaries has also been investigated using KMC.

Other systems have been modeled to study phase transitions or precipitation. We canmention ZrSiO4,
158 FeCrAl,159 Cu83.5Ag15W1.5,

160

Cu-Nb-W,114 and Cu-W.161 For a recent review of precipitation modeling by AKMC approaches see 66. Note that a few studies have also
been dedicated to investigate the stability of nanoparticles under irradiation and characterize their dissolution.102,162

The fate of point defect fluxes migrating towards sinks and their coupling with solutes is one of the most important issue
of microstructure evolution under radiation and twenty years of AKMC studies have led to significant results such as the
motion of Cu clusters149 and the synergy between solutes.146–148 Synergy between solutes makes these studies very difficult
as one must find good cohesive models for complex alloys which need not only to be accurate regarding the formation
energies of the solute/point defect clusters but also for the migration energies of the point defects in these complex
environments. Different approaches are currently being pursued163 using for instance machine learning, but the task is not
trivial, especially for multi-component alloys such as steels. For more simple alloys such as W-Re, or Fe-Cr, AKMC based on
a large DFT data base, has really helped in unveiling mechanisms and explaining experimental observations.

Fig. 5 Surviving fractions of SIAs as a function of time for different PKA energies at 300, 1025 and 2050K, where all SIA clusters diffuse in 1D.
In figure (a)–(c) only small SIA clusters (n o 6) rotate. In figure (d)–(f) only mono-SIAs rotate. From Nandipati, G., Setyawan, W., Heinisch, H.L.,
et al., 2015. Displacement cascades and defect annealing in tungsten, Part III: The sensitivity of cascade annealing in tungsten to the values of
kinetic parameters. J. Nucl. Mater. 462, 345–353. doi:10.1016/j.jnucmat.2015.01.059.
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Fig. 6 Representative vacancy (red circles) and clustered Cu atom (blue circles) evolution in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy during the aging of a single
20 keV displacement cascade, at (a) initial (200 ns), (b) 2 ms, (c) 48 ms, (d) 55 ms, (e) 83 ms, and (f) 24.5 h. From Monasterio, P.R., Wirth, B.D.,
Odette, G.R., 2007. Kinetic Monte Carlo modeling of cascade aging and damage accumulation in Fe–Cu alloys. J. Nucl. Mater. 361, 127–140.
doi:10.1016/j.jnucmat.2006.12.022.
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1.24.4.3 Typical Damage Accumulation/Microstructure Evolution: Impact of Dose, Temperature, Impurities …

Many KMC studies have also been dedicated to characterizing damage accumulation in various materials in order to model specific
experiments such as ion implantation in Si164 or to investigate the impact of various parameters. These include: the irradiation
technique (ions versus neutrons165 and heavy ions versus protons166; continuous versus pulsed irradiation167); the neutron energy
spectrum168,169 (Fig. 9); the dose and dose-rate168,170; the temperature,165,168,170,171 the presence of impurities or solute
atoms127,165,172; the effect of annealing166,173; or to compare different materials.174

The irradiation is typically modeled using cascade databases obtained either through MD165,170,171,173–178 or the BCA
method.75,76,164,179–181 The effect of pulsed irradiation has been studied in Ref. 182 and showed that, in Cu, the impact of the
pulse depends on the frequency. Studying the effect of flux,128 showed that damage accumulation can be, in certain instances
(room temperature and light ion implantation), reduced by decreasing the dose rate. The delicate balance between dose-rate and
temperature has also been pointed out by Soneda et al.168 This truly underlines the power as well as the weakness of KMC as the
fate of the point defects injected by the irradiation cannot be simply deduced from the knowledge of their migration energies and
many aspects must be considered. For instance, long term simulations of accumulation of cascades reveal the sensitivity of the
system to the properties of the displacement cascades (their spatial extent, morphology and the spatial correlation of defects) in
the evolution of point defect cluster size distributions and it was shown that the sensitivity can be low or strongly dependent on
other parameters such as the mobility of defects, the type of interactions, the presence of impurities and the temperature.74,76 A
more recent study, comparing the damage accumulation in W obtained using BCA cascades or MD cascades finds that in the case
of ion irradiation, BCA results can lead to good OKMC results despite the fact that BCA calculations do not take into account
correctly the low energy events taking place in the cascades.25 However in the case of neutron irradiation, the study predicts that

Fig. 7 Evolution of the average radius and density of α′ precipitates, and of the total sink strength and irradiation intensity in a Fe-15%Cr alloys
under ion irradiation at 5.2� 10−5 dpa s−1 and 300°C. Comparison between APT observations and AKMC simulations. CD1 and CD2 are two sets
of parameters for the cluster dynamic method, used to compute the evolution of the sink density/sink strength. From Soisson, F., Meslin, E.,
Tissot, O., 2018. Atomistic modeling of α′ precipitation in Fe-Cr alloys under charged particles and neutron irradiations: Effects of ballistic mixing
and sink densities. J. Nucl. Mater. 508, 583–594. doi:10.1016/j.jnucmat.2018.06.015.
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problems may arise when using the BCA cascades as this method overestimates the amount of FP created by high energy PKA75

and it is thus mandatory to have proper ways of estimating the primary damage.
In the case of semiconductors, the materials are usually simpler, i.e., they do not contain as many alloying elements as

structural materials such as steels. However, one has to take into account how electrons and holes distributions evolve along with
the point defects. One possibility is to include them in an indirect manner as proposed in Ref. 183. In this approach, vacancies,
interstitials, impurities, and reaction-derived species (e.g., impurity/vacancy complexes) are treated as distinct species that are
tracked individually as part of the KMC algorithm. Electrons and holes are assumed to exist in certain background concentrations
(which depend on position in the device, operating characteristics, etc.), and their interaction rates with defects are quantified
through analytic expressions that are functions of the carrier concentrations. These interaction rates are then included in the KMC
event selection process, so that defect migration and carrier interaction are both taking place in the simulation. Electrons and holes
are thus included in the simulation, but they are not tracked as individual particles that are subject to stochastic behavior. The
method was used to model annealing of electron Irradiation of p-Type Silicon and good agreement between the model and the
experiment was obtained.183

1.24.4.4 Solute or Impurity/Gas Atoms Diffusion and the Formation of Gas Bubbles

Another topic which has been investigated for some time using KMC approaches is the modeling of H and He atoms in
structural materials such as Fe and W. This topic is quite important for fusion as structural materials that will be close to the
plasma will be bombarded by He and H isotopes. In the case of H and H isotopes, the major concern is to obtain effective
diffusion coefficients in the presence of extended defects,184,185 hydrogen concentration186 or impurities.187 Diffusion of H
has also been investigated on a W (001) reconstructed surface.188 In the case of helium, the goal is often to model the

Fig. 8 AKMC simulations of α − α′ phase separation in Fe-15%Cr under irradiation at 290°C and 3.4 × 10−7 dpa s−1, on the grain boundary
and on the neighboring planes. From Soisson, F., Jourdan, T., 2016. Radiation-accelerated precipitation in Fe–Cr alloys. Acta Mater. 103, 870–881.
doi:10.1016/j.actamat.2015.11.001.
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formation of helium vacancy clusters that will be nuclei for voids and bubbles leading to swelling, formation of pores,
blistering or exfoliation of the surface and embrittlement. Helium is a very mobile element in metals and forms very
stable clusters which are also very mobile unless they are trapped by vacancies or other elements of the microstructure, such as
dislocations, grain boundaries, or solute atoms.189 Predicting the evolution of microstructures implanted with He atoms or
containing He atoms is not straightforward as it depends on temperature, point defect and helium implantation rates, dose190

as well as the way they are implanted (at the same time, or in successive events, continuously or pulsed) or where they are
implanted (close or not to free surfaces, i.e., in stress free material or in stress gradients). KMC simulations have investigated
the fate of He during co-implantation in Fe and showed that at most 3% end up in vacancies (thus becoming substitutional)
in typical implantation set ups.191 Another study demonstrated the occurrence of different regimes of He cluster nucleation in
W, one dominated by He self-trapping (at low temperatures and high implantation rates), the other one, at high temperatures
and low implantation rates, where the trapping of helium by vacancies is predominant.192 Stress gradients due to the presence
of surfaces were found to drive collective bubble populations towards the free surface or up the stress gradient193 (Fig. 10).
Comparing continuous He implantation and pulsed He implantation, Rivera et al. found that the pulsed modes lead to a
higher He retention at high temperature because they produce a higher concentration of defects.194 Other simulations
underline the role of point defects, and in particular the vacancies, and impurities (C for instance) that can trap the He atoms
and thus impact on the size distribution of He clusters or on the rate of He desorption.79,80,195–202 Based on the same ideas
that He interacts quite strongly with point defects, other studies focus more on the impact of He atoms on the long term
evolution of the primary damage and the formation of voids.198,203,204 All these studies underline the complex balance
between point defect and helium clustering, cluster growth, trapping and detrapping reactions that lead to different
microstructure evolutions. Most of these investigations have been done in bcc Fe and W, but a few studies in fcc metals
(Fig. 11) and even austenitic steels are available.199,200,205 A preliminary study comparing the formation of mixed He vacancy

Fig. 9 DPA and time evolution of total cluster density for different spectral shifters. From Choi, Y.H., Joo, H.G., 2013. Multiscale simulation of neutron
induced damage in tritium breeding blankets with different spectral shifters. Fusion Eng. Des. 88, 2471–2475. doi:10.1016/j.fusengdes.2013.05.085.
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clusters in bcc and fcc Fe seems even to find no major difference in clustering behavior.206 Finally KMC has been used to
elucidate the formation of fuzz in W, this peculiar nanostructured morphology, that was shown to result again from the
balance between cluster formation and detrapping reactions.206,207

In fuel materials, and particularly in UO2 it is the diffusion of oxygen and other gases which is mostly being investigated.208–210

See Ref. 211 for a review paper on the subject. Fission products, such as Ag in TRISO fuels212 has also been studied, though not
really extensively it seems.

The formation and diffusion of gas bubbles has a large impact on structural as well as fuel materials and despite an already
quite large amount of studies dedicated to this, more work is needed because of the delicate balance between point defect and gas
atom clustering properties that depend, of course, on the matrix and all its solutes or alloying elements but also on internal

Fig. 10 Snap shots of the time sequence of the KMC simulation results of the IEC facility at UW-Madison helium implantation condition
at T ¼ 730°C, 1.6 × 1018 He/m2 s, EHe ¼ 30 keV; (light colored spheres represent matrix or bulk bubbles; dark spheres represent surface pores
or bubbles that have penetrated the top surface). From Sharafat, S., Takahashi, A., Nagasawa, K., Ghoniem, N., 2009. A description of stress
driven bubble growth of helium implanted tungsten. J. Nucl. Mater. 389, 203–212. doi:10.1016/j.jnucmat.2009.02.027.
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pressure, to which they will contribute. In that regard, elastic interactions must be accounted for in the models when bubbles start
to grow which adds another level of complexity to the models.

1.24.4.5 Investigating Solutions to Eliminate the Point Defects or Trap Gas Atoms

Radiation damage in metallic alloys consists, as already mentioned, mostly in a large amount of point defects that will diffuse,
leading to many changes such as RIS, the formation of solute clusters, the formation of voids and dislocation loops etc. All these
features decrease the mechanical properties of the components and solutions are thought to include methods of trapping or
eliminating the point defects. In that search, KMC has been used to evaluate the impact of grain boundaries on the fate of point
defects in Ni and a Ni-Cr alloy showing that both vacancies and SIAs are attracted to the grain boundaries.213 A later study, showed
that, in Fe, both near GB and at GB, low-energy-barrier/barrier-free regions form around the interstitials, promoting the annihi-
lation of vacancies.214 Comparing monocrystalline tungsten and nanostructured tungsten, Valles et al.215 confirm the impact of GB
on the amount and distribution of vacancies as well as on the migration and retention of H and propose that GB act as preferential
path for H. Another study, in Al, showed, on the other hand, that diffusion of H was decreased by more than one order of
magnitude in GBs.216 In UO2, it was found that certain types of grain boundaries enhanced the mobility of U vacancies217

(Fig. 12). An increase of the diffusivity of Ag and Cs in Tristructural-Isotropic (TRISO) fuel particles in high energy GB as compared
to the bulk was also found by Refs. 218,219. The apparent contradictions in these results stem from the fact that depending on
several factors such as the grain size, the GB energy, angle, the probability of GB connectivity, and the excess of free volume, GB can
be diffusion enhancer or diffusion slower as shown recently in the case of H diffusion in Ni.220 Martensite laths were investigated

Fig. 12 Example trajectories at each temperature considered (2500 K, 5000 K, 7500 K, and 10,000 K) for a vacancy diffusing at the R5 tilt GB.
There is a clear transition from one-dimensional to two-dimensional motion as the temperature is increased. The direction along the tilt axis is
indicated for clarity. The time scale for each simulation is also indicated in the upper left corner of each frame. From Uberuaga, B.P.,
Andersson, D.A., 2015. Uranium vacancy mobility at the Σ5 symmetric tilt and Σ5 twist grain boundaries in UO2. Comput. Mater. Sci. 108, 80–87.
doi:10.1016/j.commatsci.2015.06.017.

Fig. 11 Void swelling (or change in volume due to vacancies in He–V complexes) as a function of temperature for a total dose of 0.03 dpa and
three different dose rates for damage produced in Au. From Caturla, M.J., Soneda, N., Diaz de la Rubia, T., Fluss, M., 2006. Kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations applied to irradiated materials: The effect of cascade damage in defect nucleation and growth. J. Nucl. Mater. 351, 78–87. doi:10.1016/
j.jnucmat.2006.02.019.
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using OKMC simulations and were found not to be the reason for the different nanostructural evolution under neutron irradiation
of ferrite and martensite in FeCrC alloys.221

Directly related to the issue of trapping/eliminating point defects or gas atoms in extended defects is the determination of the
sink strength, a parameter typically used in the Mean Field Rate Theory (MFRT)222 to describe the interaction of migrating defects
with the features characterizing the microstructure of the material (e.g., voids, dislocations, grain boundaries). Because KMC
approaches explicitly take into account spatial correlations between the elements of the physical system, they are expected to
implicitly reproduce the effect of sinks or traps for migrating species. They have thus been used for more than twenty years to
determine the sink strength of various extended defects and compare them to analytical approaches.94,223–230

The results summarized above highlight one strength of KMC methods: its capacity to investigate mechanisms at the atomistic
level in microstructures containing extended defects on time scales longer than MD. Despite the fact that the results depend on the
point defect and point defect clusters mobility, and/or on the cohesive model used, they show where more precise studies should
concentrate on. A typical example is the impact of grain boundaries which is more complicated than initially thought as grain
boundaries can be seen as containing a large population of defects with rich and largely not understood behavior and impact. Off
lattice on-the-fly AKMC should be able to provide valuable information, for systems for which a good cohesive model and a lot of
computing time are available. They could help build databases of grain boundary families useful to be integrated in mean-field
approaches.

Another family of extended defects which has been barely considered are surfaces, probably because of the difficulty to model,
even at the atomistic scale, the complexity of real surfaces (their roughness, the oxide layers, the strain gradients…). Furthermore,
reactions occurring at surfaces take place at quite different time scales, which is a problem for KMC techniques similar to the low
barrier problem mentioned in Section 1.24.2.2. For some problems, such as the formation of solute clusters under irradiation,
surfaces may not be important, for others such as the formation and diffusion of gas bubbles, it will be difficult not to investigate
this issue.

1.24.5 Comparison of Models

The formation and growth of point defect and solute clusters through all stages of cluster evolution, from their nucleation to
growth and coarsening has been extensively simulated by two alternate methods, mean field reaction rate theory (MFRT)222

and Kinetic Monte Carlo at the mesoscale level, i.e., OKMC. In principle, these two methods should predict essentially the
same behavior when used to solve the same problem, if the problem is well posed as shown in Ref. 231 but the comparison is
not straightforward and needs to be done very carefully. One important conclusion of the work by Stoller et al.231 is that,
because of computational limitations, for the time being, one immediate application of OKMC simulations is to improve the
parameterization of the MFRT models as shown in Section 1.24.4.2. A similar conclusion was drawn by Ref. 232 who
compared AKMC and MFRT in the modeling of RIS. This situation may evolve as a recent development allowing to speed up
KMC simulations enabled Xu et al.233 to model the entire radiation process of molybdenum nanofoils irradiated in a
transmission electron microscope.

1.24.6 Coupling With Other Methods

To model radiation damage, the different codes necessary to go from the neutron spectra to the evolution of the mechanical or
thermal properties of the material234 are typically used independently. In that scheme, one code provides the input data as shown
in Section 1.24.4.3 or in 193 or parameters (DFT and/or MD results concerning the stability and migration of point defects and
point defect clusters in KMC models for instance) for the next, in a coarse graining multi-scale approach.235 However, a few
attempts at using different approaches in the same model have been developed. For instance, the OKMC approach is sometimes
used within a lower scale method as proposed in Ref. 236 and later Ref. 237 where the AKMC is coupled with the OKMC in the
same code, thus producing an hybrid AKMC-OKMC code.27

1.24.7 Locks/Things That Need to be Investigated/Improved Further

In MD, the determining parameter is the quality of the cohesive model (i.e., the force field or empirical potential) that controls the
validity of the thermodynamic and dynamic properties.238 As a consequence, MD simulations are far from being capable of
representing real microstructures that always contain impurities that are not described properly by current force fields. With the
help of KMC models, many studies have demonstrated that the mobility of point defects, the stability and mobility of the various
objects that can form (point defect clusters, mixed He point defect clusters, dislocations and dislocations loops, etc.), the trapping
or slowing down capability of impurities, and the impact of grain boundaries all have tremendous effects. These models are thus
capable of providing relevant information that is closer to the scale of real materials. However, these simulations require that a
large number of parameters (and the way they evolve with temperature) be known accurately, not to mention the impact of
surfaces239,240 or the source term, as recently shown in Ref. 132. This means that considerable effort must go into choosing the
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level of details to enter in the models to minimally perturb the results. For instance a recent study showed that the additional
complexity of size dependent vacancy emission rates from voids had little effect on the defect concentrations.241 The authors
conclude thus that a constant barrier should be sufficient for simulations of voids in bcc metals.

Nevertheless, even if KMC permits modeling the nucleation and growth of larger defects than MD, comparing with
experimental data is still a challenge and it is necessary to build tools that link the experimental observations to the objects
formed in the simulations. A typical example is the electrical resistivity (ER) method which can provide valuable infor-
mation on the migration, clustering and dissociation of radiation defects, which are essential for the behavior of materials
under irradiation. The ER method has been widely employed due to its high sensitivity, reliability and experimental
convenience. Despite the importance of the ER method for radiation damage studies, the quantitative analysis of experi-
mental results is still hindered by the lack of detailed knowledge on the specific contributions from different types of
radiation defects, e.g., point-defects, point-defect clusters or defect-impurity complexes to the total resistivity. So far, the
crude assumption is made that each point defect (isolated or in cluster) has the same contribution to the electrical resistivity.
This is clearly a strong approximation and a better estimate of point defect and point defect cluster residual resistivity will be
very helpful to compare the results of KMC and RE models with experiments.

If better experimental data is needed at the atomic level, there are also a number of issues that limit the applications of AKMC.
First, the description of the basic kinetic steps, which may be taken from ab initio, an empirical description, or a fully phe-
nomenological description. At the moment, no approach provides a general answer, either because costs are too large or the
information is not available. There a number of efforts to improve the various levels of description, many involving machine-
learning, but the problem remains largely open today. A second and related issue focuses on computing rates accurately, a
challenge even with accurate force fields. Given the cost of this step, a number of different approximations have been proposed.
Recent simulations suggest that these rates could vary even more than previously thought, which forces a reexamination of many
of those used until now. More technically, the reachable simulation time is an important third challenge: many phenomena take
place on time scales that are beyond current methods, even if one is ready to wait for days or weeks. To overcome this limitation,
efforts have gone, for example, into parallelizing time evolution for large KMC simulations.242–245 These approaches are tech-
nically complex and are limited to relatively simple problems. Other approaches have focused on managing the so-called flickers,
i.e., the low-energy barrier mechanisms, to allow rare events to take place. Different methods are being developed to boost the
simulation by solving analytically part of the time evolution, see for instance Refs. 246–248. A final challenge is linked to the
ability of describing a system in its full complexity, or, at least, with all the complexity needed to address a specific issue. Although
progress has been made in understanding the role of impurities, defects, surfaces, strain, etc., introducing structures at many
different length scales remains challenging.

Another issue that slows done the simulations is the calculation of the transition rates. Machine learning can speed up these
calculations as proposed in Refs. 36–38, as well as be used to help building better cohesive models.39,249–251
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1.24.8 Conclusions

KMC approaches are techniques useful to study generic as well as realistic problems. It provides the link between MD and MFRT
(Fig. 13); the AKMC being close to the former, whereas OKMC and EKMC are close to the later. The same algorithm (time
residence) can provide different information depending upon the method chosen and the approximations. A typical example is
the impact of solutes and alloying elements. In the AKMC approach, solutes are introduced explicitly (a recent review of the
different ways of doing so can be found in Ref. 163) and the impact of radiation on the solute distribution can be estimated, and
the structure and content of the phases or clusters formed can be obtained. If one choses the OKMC or EKMC with a grey alloy
approach, the structure of the clusters is an entry of the model and not a result and it will not be possible to study phase
transitions, whereas it will be possible to study the behavior of point defect fluxes in these alloys on longer time scales than when
using AKMC.

The technique has been applied to investigate many issues in the radiation damage community, the most important ones being
radiation induced or accelerated phase transformations, the annealing as well as the accumulation of the primary damage with or
without gas atom diffusion and the search for solutions to mitigate the damage.

The development of KMC approaches is continuing strongly at the moment at all approximation levels, with advances in the
calculation of prefactors, the coupling of various approximations and attempts to use machine learning to facilitate event catalog
building, strengthening the capacity of KMC methods to address a wider range of fundamentally and technologically relevant
materials questions.

Yet, one of the main outcomes of this article is to underline that using KMC techniques to their best abilities requires that one
finds a good compromise between methods (lattice/off lattice; atomic/object) and precision required (for the cohesive model/
parameterization) and calculation time. This is indeed similar to many modeling techniques, however because KMC is more
flexible and offers a richer set of approximations and tools to choose from than methods such as MD and MFRT, the expertise of
the researcher is more crucial. This effort, as we have shown in this article, is well worth it; when they are well used, KMC
techniques can clearly provide unique and essential understandings that cannot be achieved with other simulation methods at the
moment.

See also: 1.04 Radiation-Induced Effects on Microstructure. 1.07 The Effects of Helium in Irradiated Structural Alloys. 1.08 Radiation-Induced
Segregation. 1.17 Interatomic Potential Development. 1.18 Molecular Dynamics. 1.19 Binary Collision Approximation. 1.20 Primary Radiation
Damage Formation in Solids. 1.23 Reaction Rate Theory. 1.25 Phase Field Methods
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